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Chevrolet launches Tahoe RST during
Kuwait Motor Show Auto Moto 2018 

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Motor Show Auto Moto
2018, yesterday witnessed the Middle East
launch of the eagerly-anticipated Tahoe RST.
Following the overwhelming response at its
regional premiere during the 2017 Dubai
International Motor Show, the street-perfor-
mance Rally Sport Truck edition of the
Chevrolet Tahoe has been confirmed for the
Middle East market. 

Packing the potent 6.2-litre V-8 that also
powers the iconic Corvette Stingray, the Tahoe
RST boasts 420 hp channeled to all four wheels
via General Motors’ all-new Hydra-Matic
10L80 10-speed automatic transmission. To
ensure exceptional handling without sacrificing
ride quality or comfort, the Tahoe RST comes
equipped with Magnetic Ride Control suspen-
sion.  Cosmetically, the RST is differentiated
from the standard Tahoe with its aftermarket
cues, which give it a decidedly more aggressive
appearance. 

The exterior chrome elements are almost
entirely eliminated for a street-performance look
and replaced by gloss-black appointments.
Exclusive to the RST are body-color grille sur-
round, headlamp eyebrow and door handles;
gloss-black grille, mirror caps, roof rails, running
board accent, window trim and RST badging
and illuminated black Chevrolet bowties. Finally,
to ensure an imposing stance to complement the
design enhancements, the Tahoe sits on exclu-
sive 22-inch wheels. 

Other standard features to differentiate the
Tahoe RST include a Borla performance exhaust
system, which not only gives it a more sonorous
aural characteristic, it also liberates extra horse-
power, thanks to 28 percent improvement in
exhaust flow. To reign in the power, the Tahoe
RST gets sizable front Brembo six-piston, fixed
aluminum calipers finished in red, with brake
pads clamping on bigger 410 x 32mm (16.1 inch
x 1.3 inch) Duralife(tm) rotors. The new braking
system increases the brake pad area and the
rotor area by a substantial 84 percent and 42
percent respectively to boost system thermal
capacity. The new Duralife rotors feature a
hardened surface to reduce corrosion and pro-
vide quieter braking with less vibration.

Ahmed Soudodi, Head of Brand at Chevrolet
Middle East, said: “The Tahoe is one of the most
loved large SUVs in the Middle East and the
outstanding response the RST edition received
at its regional unveiling during this year’s Dubai
International Motor Show cemented this fact.
The Tahoe RST was undeniably one of the star
attractions on our stand - a clear indication of
how much our customers want this vehicle. And
now their wishes are being fulfilled as the most
powerful Tahoe is officially launched at the 2018
Kuwait motor show.” 

He added: “With its street-performance look

and increased power, the RST is the most per-
formance oriented Tahoe yet. Its exceptional
styling is backed by equally impressive perform-
ance, all the while retaining the presence, and
capability that make the Tahoe a firm favorite in
the large SUV segment.”

Also available for the Tahoe RST is General
Motors’ Magnetic Ride Control suspension sys-
tem, which has been calibrated to make the best
out of the street performance on offer. 

Plucked straight from Chevrolet’s sports cars,
Magnetic Ride Control is an active suspension
system that constantly scans the road surface
every millisecond and triggers damping changes
electronically in as little as 5 milliseconds to give
the Tahoe RST’s driver confident handling with
minimal body roll and enhanced ride quality. 

The 6.2L V-8, which is being offered in the
Tahoe for the first time, develops an estimated
420 horsepower and 460 lb-ft of torque. Not
only is the engine suitably powerful, it also fea-
tures state-of-the-art technologies such as

direct injection, Active Fuel Management,
including cylinder deactivation and continuously
variable valve timing. This allows for the optimal
use of the engine’s power, torque and efficiency
across a variety of operating conditions.

Also exclusive to the Tahoe RST is the all-
new 10-speed automatic transmission, which has
been fine tuned to deliver great performance,
seamless shifts, and better fuel economy. Smaller
steps between the gear ratios allows the gear-
box to maximize engine power under accelera-
tion, giving the SUV a brisk 0-60 mph (0-

96kph) time of under 6 seconds. 
To enhance fuel economy the transmission

features a wide 7.39 overall gear ratio spread
and lower numerical top gear ratio - this

improves efficiency by reducing engine revolu-
tions at highway speeds. The first Tahoe RSTs
will arrive to Chevrolet showrooms across the
Middle East region this month. 

KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-
Babtain Company (AABC), the authorized
dealer of Renault vehicles in the State of
Kuwait, showcased the Renault Dokker
Van’s exquisite features at the 7th edition
of HORECA Kuwait Trade Show 2018,
which took place between 15-17 January
2018 at the Kuwait International
Fairground in Mishref, Hall 8. 

The HORECA Exhibition showcased the
latest equipment and technology for the
hospitality sector and Renault Al-Babtain
was thrilled to display its Renault Dokker
Van, especially designed for this particular
sector.  Aimed towards small business own-
ers and tradespeople, the Renault Dokker
Van is a modern and efficient transport
solution with an innate sense of practicality
and versatility, that is both environment and
budget-friendly. Its body design & gener-
ous interior space match the different

needs of owners. The Renault Dokker
exudes aptly the finesse of Renault’s auto-
motive expertise, proving it to be the part-
ner in business and success. 

Renault Dokker starting price is KD
3,350 and comes with a 5-year warranty or
200,000 Kms and free registration with
3rd party insurance. 

The HORECA Kuwait Exhibition 2018
was held under the patronage of the
Minister of Commerce and Industry and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs, and the
exhibition attracted great participation
from leading hospitality and catering com-
panies as well as VIP guests and members
of the diplomatic corps. 

Al-Babtain’s participation in this event
stems from its belief in supporting devel-
oping projects and businesses as well as
engaging and partnering with national
companies and projects.  

Chevrolet Tahoe RST fulfils needs of regional customers 

Renault Al-Babtain displays 
Dokker Van at biggest B2B 
hospitality exhibition in Kuwait KUWAIT: For the second consecutive year in

a row, Al-Babtain Group in collaboration with
INJAZ Kuwait recently welcomed eager new
Kuwaiti students to the 2018 Internship
Program. Providing an avenue for career pos-
sibilities, the dynamic four week course was
specially designed to familiarize the students
with the different departments, subsidiaries
and their individual responsibilities while also
inspiring best practice work methods through
motivational talks.

Ensuring exposure to real life challenges
and learning curves, the course explored
theoretical and practical hands-on approach
through visits to the respective divisions and
interactive sessions with the different divi-
sion heads. With rising demand for high cal-
iber employees in the workplace, the training
aims to advance local skills and empower the
new generation of Kuwaiti youth with the
tools to excel. 

The program that will continue until 1st
February 2018 integrated the students into
areas of the group’s Sales, Finance, Service,
Customer management, Marketing and Human
Resources for a wider and intricate under-
standing of internal operations. 

In addition, the program will further
include six individual development modules
that have been dedicated to equip the driven
to face changing environments, ranging with
motivational sessions about employment in
the private sector, future success challenges,
and how to steer ones career in the right
direction. Core skills required to compete in a
thriving business environment such as

Marketing Operations, Brand Marketing,
Social Media Marketing, Accounting and
Financial Operations, Service and Parts
Operations, were also part of the month long
training. 

The final phase will see all of the participants
receive a certificate of completion and an eval-
uation of each intern’s performance. Towards
the end of the course, the interns will also be
able to determine their future employment
opportunities in the concerned operations.

AbdulMohsen Al-Babtain, Chief Human
Resources Officer - Al-Babtain Group said: ‘
In line with our mission to uphold the soci-
ety’s needs and boost national progress, we
are proud to contribute to lasting change
starting with the new wave of young and
determined youth. 

It gives us pleasure in arming each individ-
ual with new skills and international standards.
In addition to our eagerness to process and
apply the international best practices in our
business with the help of INJAZ Kuwait.
Offering a jumpstart on the road to a success-
ful career, at Al-Babtain, we envision an entity
of passion, integrity and commitment, values
that we follow and would like to see reflected
in the potential candidates that have the ambi-
tion to join our family.”

Al-Babtain Group continues
to impart knowledge in 
partnership with Injaz Kuwait 


